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Given a polynomial (.Y -0)(.x-- h) with U. h in a communtative principal ideal 
domain A, we describe (up to similarity) all its matrix zeros. In terms of represen- 
tation theory, we describe and enumerate all representations of the ring 
,41.~]/(.~~a)(.~-b)A[s] over A. ” 1988 Academc Press. Inc 
NOTATION 
By A we always denote a commutative associative ring with 1 #O. 
Moreover, everywhere except in Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 it is assumed that A is 
a principal ideal domain (PID), i.e., it has no zero divisors and every ideal 
of A is principal, i.e., singly generated. Here are some examples: any field F, 
the polynomial ring F[X] in one variable X with coefficients in a field F; 
the integers Z; the Gauss integers Z[fi]. 
For any integer n 3 1, M,A is the ring of all ir by rz matrices over A. In 
particular, M, A = A. The identity matrix is denoted by l,,. For any c in A, 
the scalar matrix with c along the main diagonal and 0 elsewhere is 
denoted by c @ 1 n. The direct sum r @ E of two matrices z E M,, A, c E M, A 
is defined as cr@c=(7; j))eM,,+, A. When i=O, c@ l,@p means just /I. 
By GL,,A we denote the group of invertible n by n matrices over A. In 
particular, CL, A is the multiplicative group of A, i.e., the units of A. The 
squares in CL, A are denoted by (GL, A)‘. For any ideal B of A, 
[GL,(A/B):GL,A] stands for the index of the image of GL,A in 
GL,(AIB). 
We denote by SL,A the subgroup of GL,A consisting of matrices with 
determinant 1, and E, A denotes the subgroup of SL, A generated by all 
elementary matrices. 
Here is more notation: 
Non-negative integers: i, j, k, 1, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, e(i), e(i, j), u,, t),, w,, 
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0) (binomial coefficients), t(c) (the number of positive divisors of an 
integer c), (T(C) (the sum of those divisors). 
Rings: A, F (field), F[X], Z, Z[fl], M,A (matrix rings), A[x], 
A’= A[x]/f(x) A[x] (see above); IF, (finite field of q elements), A,, 
A/B, U-‘A. 
Elements of A: a, h, c, d; 0, 1. 
Matrices over A: CX, /j’, y, 6, E, ,u, p, 0, w, c@ 1, (scalar matrix), T(c) (see 
Section 3), 1 n, 0 (zero matrix of various sizes), diag(*, . . . . *) (diagonal 
matrix), u (column matrix). 
Ideals of A: 0, A, B, J, P (maximal ideal), (a-b)& c,A, S,(a), &(~t). 
Variables: X, x, J, :. 
Polynomials: f(x), g(x), h(x). 
A-Modules: A” (columns of length n over A), V (a submodule of A”). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two matrices c( and /J in M,A are called similar if there is a matrix y in 
CL, A such that CL = y-‘/3? (they are also called conjugated by 7). This is an 
equivalence relation. 
A liner equivalence relation is proper similarity, where we require that 
y E SL, A, i.e., det(y) = 1. 
A coarser equivalence relation is stable similarity: two matrices c1 and /I 
in M,A are called stably similar if there is an integer t >, 1 and a matrix E in 
M, A such that the matrices a @ E and fl@ E in M, + ,A are similar. 
Given a manic polynomial f(x) E A [x], we are interested in finding its 
zeros in the rings M, A. This problem is closely related with classification of 
similarity classes of matrices. On the one hand, the set of zeros consists of 
whole similarity (conjugacy) classes. On the other hand, every similarity 
class of matrices is a set of zeros of a polynomial, namely the characteristic 
polynomial. 
It is well known [9, 13, 20, 211 that the similarity classes of zeros of a 
manic polynomial f(x)~ A[x] are in l-l correspondence with the 
isomorphism classes of modules over A’ = A[x]/f(x) A[x] which are 
finitely generated free A-modules. Direct sums of matrices correspond to 
direct sums of modules. 
When A is a field, the similarity classes are well understood. This allows 
one to easily describe matrix zeros of polynomials (see, for example, [6, 81, 
where A is a finite field, and Example 2 below). 
But even when A = Z, classification of similarity classes becomes quite 
complicated, involving ideal classes [ 1, 2, 3, 10, 13, 18, 21, 22, 281. There 
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are many open problems about ideal class numbers even in the case n = 2. 
The cases of a local ring [4, 7, 121, an artinian principal ideal ring [ 111, or 
a finite ring [ 151 are also not trivial. 
We will describe here in detail similarity classes of zeros u in M,A of 
quadratic manic polynomials f(x) = (x - a)(x -b) E A [xl, assuming that 
A is a commutative principal ideal domain (PID). Our results can also be 
described in terms of A’-modules, where A’ = A[x]/(x - u)(x - b) A[x], or 
in terms of representations of the A-algebra A’ [ 17, 161. 
In Section 2, we review well-known results about Smith’s normal form 
for matrices over a PID. 
In Section 3, we describe the similarity classes and proper similarity 
classes of all zeros a in M,A of the polynomial f(x) = (x --a)(~--b). We 
will see that every such ct is proper similar to a direct sum of matrices in 
M,A and M,A. 
Note that when a# 6, our ring A’= A[x]/f(x) A[x] is a Bass ring in 
the sense of [31], i.e., it is a commutative ring with 1 without nilpotents, 
with module-finite integral closure, and with every ideal generated by two 
elements. Having this, [29, 311 give that every torsion-free finitely 
generated A’-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of ideals of A’. Together 
with a description of the ideals of A’ in matrix terms, this gives a weaker 
form of part (a) of Theorem 1, with “similar” instead of “properly similar” 
in the case (I # b. We thank the referee for this observation and for giving 
us Refs. [29932] (see [33] for more recent work on Bass rings). However, 
we prefer to give a straightforward proof of Theorem 1 (a) accessible to 
those not familiar with Bass orders. 
A complete list of similarity invariants of a has the form (k, 1; B,, . . . . B,) 
or the form (0,O; B,, . . . . Bj; c(GL, A) + J) consisting of: non-negative 
integers k, I, j such that k + I + 2j = n, k + 13 1 in the first case, j = n/2 in 
the second case; ideals B, of A such that B, 3 B, 2 . .. I B, 3 (a - b)A, 
B, # (a - b)A; (in the second case) the congruence class c(GL, A) + J of the 
orbit c(GL, A) modulo J, where CE A, J is the ideal of A such that ;IBi= 
(a - b)A, and CA + J= A (i.e., c is a unit modulo J). In the notation of 
Theorem 1, Bi = ciA for i < j, B, = cIA + (a - b)A, and c,A = cB,. 
In terms of these invariants, the characteristic polynomial of c( is 
(x-u)k+i(x-b)‘+i. So it is a complete invariant of similarity, if and only 
ifeitherk+j=O,orI+j=O,or(u-b)A=A,i.e.,u-bisaunitofA. 
A complete list of proper similarity invariants of a has the same form 
except that now (in the second case, when k = I= 0) we have c( GL, A)2 + J 
instead of c(GL, A) + J. Thus, if k + 12 1 (for example, n is odd), similarity 
and proper similarity are equivalent. For even II = 2j, similarity and proper 
similarity are equivalent if and only if every unit of A is a square modulo 
(a-b)A. 
Let us state some results of Section 3 in terms of representation theory. 
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We prove, in particular, that every indecomposable representation of A’ is 
of dimension < 2 over A. The number of indecomposables (up to 
isomorphism) is finite, i.e., A’ is of finite representation type over A, 
if and only if either a = h and A is a field or a # b and 
[GL,(A/(u-b)A): GL,A] < CT:. 
In Section 4, we describe the stable similarity classes. A complete list 
(k, I; B,, . . . . B,) of stable similarity invariants of c( has the same form as 
before except that now the last invariant is absent even when k = I= 0. 
These invariants are essentially the Smith invariants of CY - a 0 1,. 
We will see that two zeros LX, BE M,,A of the polynomial 
Y(X)= (.u-a)(.~--) are stably similar if and only if ~@a, flJ@u~M,,+ ,A 
are properly similar. 
Our results imply that similarity, proper similarity, and stable similarity 
for zeros of f(.~) in M,,A are equivalent for any odd n. For an even H, 
similarity and stable similarity are equivalent, if and only if 
[GL, (A/(a -b)A): GL, A] = 1, i.e., the map GL,A-+GL,(A/(o-b)A) is 
onto. 
Note that the condition that GL, A + GL, (A/B) is onto for all ideals B 
of A is equivalent to the first Bass stable range condition, sr(A) d 1 (see 
[S, 25,26,23]). For any PID, we have sr(A) < 2. 
In Section 5, we consider the local similarity for zeros of f’(s) and show 
that it is equivalent to stable similarity. In particular, a local-global 
principle holds for an even n if and only if [GL,(A/(a - b)A) : GL, A] = 1. 
Note that a local-global principle in the context of lattices over Bass orders 
was studied in [31]. 
In Section 6, we consider elementary similarity of matrices: Two matrices 
u and fi in M,,A are called elementarily similar if there is a matrix y in E,,A 
such that o! = ;’ ‘py. 
We show that, when n 3 3 and (I # b, elementary similarity and proper 
similarity of zeros of f(.u) = (.u-u)(x- b) in M,,A are equivalent. When 
n < 2 or u = b and n < 3, they are equivalent if and only if SL, A = E,, A. 
Otherwise, they are equivalent if and only if the square of every matrix in 
SL,,A belongs to E,,A. Note that the group SL,,A/E,,A = SK, A is abelian 
and does not depend on n for n 3 3 [S]. 
In Sections 7, 8, 9, we compute the numbers v,,, u,, M’, of stable 
similarity, similarity, and proper similarity classes for zeros of J‘(s) = 
(.u - a)(.~ - b) in M, A. The invertible change of variables y = cx + d with d 
in A and a unit c in A shows that those numbers depend only on the ideal 
(a-h)A. So we denote them by ~,((a-h)A), u,,((u--)A), ~,((a--)A). 
For any odd n, we have ~,((a- b)A) = u,,((u- b)A) = ~‘,((a- b)A). 
We will see that when 0 # (a - b)A = P;(” P:‘“’ with distinct maximal 
ideals P, of A, then L’~, + , = u,,, + , = )v~,)~ + I is a polynomial in m of degree 
1 + C r(i) with coefficients depending only on the numbers r(i) 3 1 
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TABLE I 
The Numbers of Similarity Classes for Zeros of x(x - c) in M,Z 
(’ I 2 3 4 5 6 
u:,,, I 2m m(m+l) rn(m+l) m(m + 1 )(m + 2 l/3 m(m+ I) m(m + 1)(2m t I )/3 
o>,,, 2m + 1 (m t 1 )* (m+l)' (m+l)(m+2)(Zm+3)/6 (mtl)' (mt1)(2m2t4m+3)/3 
u>,, 2mtl (mt I)' (m+ 1): 1' *m L‘h, + 1 r Zrn 
W1,,# 2m + 1 (m + I )’ CL”, + I r2,,, t I ~2,., + 3 r2,“+ I 
( 1 < i d s). The leading coefficient is 2( 1 + 1 r(i)) ~ ‘(n r(i)! ) ~ I. Moreover, 
v 2m + I -U2m 1=2rI( r(ikT “). When u = 6, v2m + , is finite if and only if A is 
a field, in which case u2m + , = u2,,, f, = irZrn + , = m + 1. 
Also v7,, is a polynomial in m with the same leading term. In fact, 
~2mtI--V2m- - n ( r(ilnfm) when a #b. When a = b, u2,,, is finite if and only if 
A is a field, in which case v2,,, = m + 1. 
The numbers u,,(resp. u’~,,,) are finite, if and only if A is a field in the 
case a=b and [GL,(A/(a-b)A):GL,A]<cc, (resp. [GL,(A/(a-b)A): 
(CL, A)‘] < co). If this is the case, they are polynomials in m with the same 
leading coefftcient as v,,,+ , or v2,,,. Moreover, u2m = v?,, = m + 1 and m’2m = 
m + [CL, A : (CL, A)2] when CI = b and A is a field, and the coefficients of 
UZmr )l’Zmr depend on r(i) and P, when O#(a-b)A=P;“‘...P:(“‘. 
In Table I we give the numbers u,(cZ), u,(cZ), M’,(cZ) for small C. Note 
again that u, = v, = M’, for all odd n. In the end of Section 9, we will see 
that a,(cZ) and 1c,(cZ) are intimately related with functions well known in 
number theory: the number T(C) of positive divisors of c and the sum a(c) 
of these divisors; this fact is not obvious from the table. 
In Table II, we give the numbers u,(cA), u,(cA), w,(cA) for A = lF,[X] 
and some c. Note that u,(cA)= w,(cA) for even q, so u,(cA) is given only 
for odd q. See the end of the paper for a detailed description of u,, ~1,. and 
)v,, with n= 1, 2, 3. 
TABLE II 
The Numbers u,(P’), u,(F), w”,(p), Where P Is the Maximal Ideal 
of F, [X] Generated by an Irreducible Polynomial of Degree I > 1 
r 0 1 2 
UZm-I 2m m(m+ 1) m(m+ l)(m+2)/3 
h”, 2m+ 1 (m + 1)’ (m+l)(m+2)(2m+3)/6 
UL”, - L’lrn 0 (+qMY-l) m(q’--y)l(q- I)+ (+4’)/(4-- I)- 1 
ll’Zm - “lrn 
for odd q 0 (Y' - 1 l/(4 - 1) m(q'-11/(4- I)+(?-Y')/(Y- 1) 
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EXAMPLE 1. S(x) = xZ - 1 and A = Z. The similarity classes of zeros are 
in 1-l correspondence with isomorphism classes of real algebraic tori [27]. 
Every zero is similar to a direct sum of a few copies of 1, - 1, and 
T( 1) = (A 1, ) E M,L. The number ~1,~ is equal to ( rd22 + 2) + ( I + rb+ I ~1). ~~ 
exercise on page 54 of [ 131 gives II,, = CFZO( 1 + min(r, n - r)). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = F be a field. It is well known [9, Section 3.101 
that, up to similarity, every matrix in M,F decomposes uhiquely into a 
direct sum of indecomposable matrices. In other terms, every finitely 
generated F[.u]-module decomposes uniquely into a direct sum of 
indecomposables which are cyclic modules F[x]/g(x) F[x], with the 
polynomials g(x) being powers of irreducible polynomials. The charac- 
teristic polynomial of an indecomposable matrix is a primary manic 
polynomial g(x), i.e., a power of a manic irreducible polynomial. For each 
such g(s) E F[x] there is exactly one (up to similarity) indecomposable 
matrix whose characteristic polynomial is g(x) (namely, take the com- 
panion matrix for g(x); see also Exercise 13, p. 203 of [9]). 
Therefore, given any manic polynomial ,/‘(.v) E F[s] of degree 3 1, the 
similarity classes of its zeros correspond to formal linear combinations 
C r(g(x))g(x) of primary manic g(x) dividing f(x) with non-negative 
integer coefficients e( g(x)). Such a zero belongs to M,F, where 
II = 2 C( g(.u)) deg( g(s)), and its characteristic polynomial is n g(x)“x”“. 
So, if U, is the number of similarity classes of zeros off(x) in M,F with the 
convention that u0 = 1, then we have 1 u,~? = n( 1 - :deg(n’-Y1)) ‘. (All 
sums and products in this paragraph, except the last sum, are taken over 
all primary manic divisors g(x) of ,f(x).) 
In particular, for ,f(.u) = (-x - a)(.~ - h), the generating function CU,,;’ is 
(1 - Z) -’ when a # h (then a and h are the only indecomposables), and it is 
(l-z)- ‘(1 -I’) ’ when u = h (then, besides a, we have an indecom- 
posable in MIA with the characteristic polynomial (x-u)“). Therefore 
u,, = n + 1 when a # h, and 14, = [n/2] otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 3. f(x) = xZ -x. In this case, every zero of f’(x) in M,A is 
similar to 0 0 1 k 0 l[ with k + I = n. In other terms, every finitely generated 
projective A-module is free. The number of similarity classes is n + 1. 
EXAMPLE 4. A description of the similarity classes for zeros of 
(.Y--)(.x-b) in M,(Z[fl]), where a, ~EGL,(E[\/-~]), is given in 
c141. 
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2. SMITH NORMAL FORM 
Any r x s matrix c( over a PID can be brought to a diagonal form 
(called Smith normal form) with diagonal entries d,, . . . . d,inc,,,~, such 
that d,A I>(~~A 2 ... Ed,,,,,,,, A, by multiplication from right and left 
by matrices of determinant 1 (see [9]-proof of Theorem 3.8 uses only 
matrices of determinant 1). The ideals S,(a) = d,A, S,(a) = d,A, . . . . 
s mm~r.\,(Co = &m,r.,, A are invariant, that is, they do not depend on how we 
bring the matrix to diagonal form (even if we use any invertible matrices 
rather than matrices with determinant 1). These ideals will be called the 
Sr~ith invariants; the elements d, themselves are invariant only up to units. 
In fact, S,(N) is the ideal generated by all entries of a, S,(E) S,(a) is the 
ideal generated by all 2 x 2 minors of x, and so on. 
Moreover, it is well known [9] that the Smith invariants are the only 
invariants of matrices of the same size up to multiplication from the right 
and left by invertible matrices. 
As for multiplication by matrices of determinant 1, if Y= s (i.e., the 
matrices are square), a complete set of invariants also includes the deter- 
minant, which is preserved under multiplication by matrices of deter- 
minant 1. Two square matrices of the same size, with the same Smith 
invariants and the same determinant, can be brought to each other by mul- 
tiplication from the right and left by matrices of determinant 1. 
When r #s, the Smith invariants are the only invariants, i.e., two r x s 
matrices with the same Smith invariants can be brought to each other by 
multiplication from the right and left by matrices of determinant 1. 
Reduction to the Smith normal form allows us to obtain the following 
well-known result about submodules of the A-module A” of all columns of 
length II over A: 
For any A-submodule V of A” there are: a matrix a in SL,A, an integer i 
such that 0 d id n, and elements c,, . . . . c, of A such that V is spanned by 
u,L’,, 1 d j d i, where ~1, is the jth column of ~1. 
Jacobson [9] proves this in two steps. First he proves that V is a finitely 
generated and free A-module. Then he considers the matrix whose columns 
are generators for V and brings it to a Smith normal form. The diagonal 
entries of this form are the elements c, above. 
3. SIMILARITY AND PROPER SIMILARITY 
In Theorem 1 below we give descriptions of similarity classes and proper 
similarity classes of zeros of f(.~) = (x - a)(.~ - h) in M,A. For any CE A, 
let c@ 1, denote the corresponding scalar matrix, and let T(c) = 
(;; ;)cM,A. 
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THEOREM 1. (a) Every zero off(x) = (x - a)(x - b) in M,, A is properly 
similar to a zero of the ,form a@lk@h@l,@T(c,)@ ... @T(c,) with 
integers k, I, j> 0 and c,, . . . . ci in A such that: I= 0 in the case a = h; 
k+l+2j=n; c,AI(a-h)A in the case k+l> i; c,Az ... XC, ,A1 
c,A+(a-b)A#(a-b)A. 
(b) Thenumbersk,130andtheideal.~c,A ,..., c, ,A,c,A+(a-h)A 
are similarity inoariants, i.e., they are the same Jbr similar matrices. !f 
k+l=O, i.e., ,j=n/2, then the orbit c, . ..c.GL,A (mode, . ..ci ,(a-h)A) 
of the coset c, . ..c. (mod c, .‘.cP, (a - b) A) is a similarity class invariant 
and c,“’ c/(GL, A)’ (mod c, “‘c, , (a - h)A) is a proper similarity class 
invariant. 
(c) The invariants listed in (b) form a complete set of invariants for 
proper similarity (resp. similarity) of zeros of f(x) in M,, A, i.e., they ure the 
same for tM!o zeros, if and only if the zeros are proper!,> similar (resp. 
similar ). 
EXAMPLE 5. Here are two zeros of f(s) = X(X - 16) in M,Z: 
They are not similar, although both have the same invariants k = 1= 0, the 
same ideals c,A=2Z=czA+(a-h)A, and even the same c,c2= -4 and 
c, c2 = 12 modulo (a - b)A = 1677. The reason they are not similar is that 
&(-4) and f12 are not congruent module c,...c, ,(a-b)A=322. 
On the other hand, the matrices 
are similar but not properly similar, because (GL, Z)“c, c2 = c, L’~ = - 4 for 
the first matrix, while (GL, L)‘c, c? = 4 for the second matrix, and -4 f 4 
(modc,...c, ,(a-b)A=322). 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 1. The following 
lemma will be used in our proof of Theorem 1 (a). 
LEMMA 1. Let g(x), h(x) E A[.u], and let a E M,A he a zero of the 
polynomial g(x) h(x). Then a is proper similar to a matrix of the form ($ 8,), 
where a’EM,A is a zero of g(x). a”EM,,A is a zero of h(l), r30, ~20, 
r + s = n, and 0 is an r by s matrix over A. 
Proof: Consider the A-submodule V = {v E A”: g(a)v = 0} of A”. As any 
A-submodule, it is spanned by multiples of the first r columns of a matrix 
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y E SL,A. Since A has no zero divisors, V is spanned by the first Y columns 
of the matrix ‘J. The matrix y.-‘ay has the desired form (i I.). Note that 
h(a”) = 0, because h(a) A” c I/. 
Now we proceed to prove Theorem l(a). 
Proof of Theorem l(a). Let a be a zero of f(x) = (.u - a)(.~ - h) in M,A. 
By Lemma 1, ix is properly similar to a matrix a’ of the form a’ = 
‘r&J 1, 
( 0 hi i,), where B is an Y x s matrix over A. 
Replacing a’ by a properly similar matrix of the same form, we can 
assume that 8 is in Smith normal form. Namely, there exist matrices 
y E SL,A and 6 E SL,sA such that y&I is in Smith normal form. Let 
E=~~‘@~ESL,,A. Then ~‘=y@6~‘, and replacing a’ by cp’a’c, we 
replace 0 by a Smith form @‘I. 
Among all Smith forms Q which can occur above, we choose a matrix 8 
with the maximal possible number t of diagonal entries dividing a-b. 
Let d,, d,, . . . . d,, where m = min(r, s), be the diagonal entries of 8, so 
d, I 4 I . . . I 4, and d, 1 a-b. We claim that either t = m or t = m - 1 = 
r-l=s-1. 
Indeed, otherwise we have a zero entry in the submatrix 0’ of 0 obtained 
by striking out its first t rows and columns. Conjugating a’ by (k t), where 
w  is r by s, we can replace 8 by 6 - (a - b)o. Thus, we can place a - b 
instead of that zero entry. By bringing 8’ again to a Smith normal form 
using the procedure described above (now we use y and 6 of the forms 
1, @ y’ and l,@ 6’, so the entries of B outside of 8’ are not changed), we 
obtain a matrix properly similar to a of the same form as a’ but with more 
diagonal entries dividing a-b. This contradicts our choice of t. 
Thus, we have d,ld,l . ..ld.,, and d,la--b for i-cm; moreover dmla-b 
unless r = s. Clearly, our matrix a’ is properly similar (by a monomial 
matrix) to the matrix c@ lndZm@ T( ?d,)@ T(d2)@ ... @ T(d,,,), where 
f = a when r > s and c = b otherwise; the sign &- depends only on r and s. 
Now we set j to be the largest i such that a-b does not divide d,. For 
i > j, the matrix T(di) is proper similar to T(0) = a @ b. So our matrix a’ 
is properly similar to a matrix of the form c@ 1, Z,n @ T( kd,) @ 
T(d2)@ ... @ T(d,)@ T(O)@ ... 0 T(0). If we set k=r- j, l=s-j, clearly 
this matrix is properly similar (by a monomial matrix) to the matrix 
a@lk@b@l,@T(c,)@ . ..@T(c.), where c,= +d,, and c,=d, for i>l. 
The sign f depends only on j, k, and 1. 
Proof of Theorem l(b). Let a be a zero of f(x) in M,A. By 
Theorem l(a), c( is similar to a matrix p of the indicated form. This allows 
us to compute the Smith invariants S,(a - a @ 1,) = Sj(p -a@ 1,) (we used 
the fact that p - a @ 1 n and a - a 0 1 n are similar) in terms of k, Z, j, and c,. 
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Using that S,(T(c)-diag(a,a))=cA +(a-h)A and Sz(T(c)-diag(a,u)) 
=0 for any c in A, we obtain that 
S,(u - a 0 1,1) = S;(P - u 0 l,, 1 
c,A+(u-hfA#(u-b)A for id j, 
for j+ 1 <i<n-k-j, 
for i>n-k-j. 
From these ideals which are similarity invariants of ~1, we can recover j 
as the number of the ideals which are not equal to (a-b)A or 0 as well as 
the ideals riA + (u - b)A themselves (note that ciA + (a - b)A = cjA for 
i < j). It remains to observe that when a #b we can also recover k as the 
number of ideals equal to (u-b)A. 
The first statement in Theorem l(b) is proved. We proceed now with the 
rest of it. The following lemmas will be used: 
LEMMA 2. Let A he an arbitrary commututive ring, a, b E A and a - b not 
0 or a zero divisor in A. Let /?EM,+,A be of the form (“$I, ,i,,), and 
suppose E~‘PE is of theform (“$‘r ,g,,), Mihere EEGL,,,,A. Then E is of the 
form 0’0’ i) with yeGL,A unddEGL,A, so 6=yfI’6 (mod(u-b)). 
Proof. Write E in the same block form, where the lower left hand corner 
is s by r. From E(C ‘BE) = /Is we see that the lower left hand corner of E, 
when multiplied by a, is the same as when multiplied by b, so this corner is 
0, i.e., E is of the form (Yi’ * 6), where y and 6 are some invertible r by r and s 
by s matrices, respectively. Thus 8~$‘6(mod(u- b)) and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let A, a, and h be us in Lemma 2. Let j > 1 be an integer, and 
0, 8’ E M,A. If the matrices 
u@l, 8 U= 
0 hQ 1, 
> und c(’ UQ 1, 8’ z.r 
0 hQ lj > 
are similar. then 
(GL,A)det(B)=(GL,A)det(B’) (mod((u-b)R,..,(6)+(u-b)2R,~2(t3) 
+ ... +(a-b)’ ‘R,(B)+(a-b)‘A)), 
where Ri(0) is the ideal of A generated by all i x i minors of 6. If tl and CL’ are 
properly similar, then 
(GL,A)*det(0)~(GL,A)~det(&) (mod((a-b) R,_,(8)~(u-b)~R,~,(t?) 
+ ... +(a-b)‘- ‘R,(fl)+(u-b)‘A)). 
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Proof. From CI’ = F ‘HE with E E GL,A, we conclude, by Lemma 2 with 
r = s = j, that E is of the form (7,’ :) with y and 6 in GL,A and ~1 in MIA. 
Therefore 0’ = $6 + Y~(U - h). Taking the determinants of both sides and 
using the fact that the determinant of the right hand side is multilinear, we 
obtain that det(B’) E det(0) det($) + (a - 6) Rjp ,(O) + (a - b)‘R,. ,(O) + 
... + (a-h)‘-‘R,(B) + (a-b)‘A. So 
(GL,A)det(B)-(GL,A)det(B’) (mod((a-b)R,~~,(0)+(a-b)2R,~2(8) 
+ ... +(a-h)‘-‘R,(B)+(u--b)‘A)). 
When det(e) = 1, we have det(y6) = det(8)2 E (CL, A)‘, hence 
(GL,A)‘det(B)=(GL,A)‘det(8’) (mod((u-h) R,p,(d)+(u-b)2R,p2(8) 
+ ... +(a-h)‘m’R,(8)+(u--h)‘A)). 
Lemma 3 is proved. 
Let c( and ~1’ be similar zeros of f(x) = (x- a)(.~-b) which are in the 
form given in Lemma 3, where j= n/2, 8 = diag(c,, . . . . c,) and 8 = 
diag( c’, , . . . . c;) for c1 and tl’, respectively, and where c, A I> . 2 ci , A =, 
c,A+(a-b)A#(u-b)A, c’,Ax ... xp,Ax;A+(a-b)A#(u-b)A. 
Then according to Lemma 3, (CL, A) det(8) = (CL, A) det(0’) 
(mod((u-b) R,-,(O) + (u-h)’ RJp2(0) + ... + (~-b)‘~‘R,(8) + 
(a - h)‘A)), where Ri(0) is the ideal of A generated by all ix i minors of 8. 
Since A is a PID, R,(B)=S,(B)...Si(e), where s,(O) is the ith Smith 
invariant of 8. But S,(O) = ciA and c, 1 a - h, for i < j, so 




=c, . ..~.-,(a-h)A. 
Since det(0) = c, . . . c, and d&(8’) = c’, . . c,!, we conclude that 
c, ‘.. c,GL,A~c’,...c~GL,A (modc,...c,-,(a-b)A). Thus we have 
proved that c,...c,GL,A (rnodc,...c,-, (a - b)A) is a similarity class 
invariant. 
If tl and to are properly similar, we use the second conclusion 
of Lemma 3 to obtain that c,~~~c,(GL,A)~&,~~~cJGL,A)~ 
(mod c, . c,-,(a-b)A). Thus we have proved that c,...c~(GL,A)~ 
(mod c, . ..cip.(u-b)A) is a proper similarity class invariant. 
Proof of Theorem l(c). It follows from the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4. LetAbeadomain,cc=a@l,@b@l,@T(c,)@ . ..@T(c.), 
a’=a@lk@b@l,@T(c’,)@ ~~~@T(c~)~M,A,n=k+f+2j,k~O,l>O, 
j 3 0, and ~,A=c’,A~...I>~,~~,A=~~~,Ax~~A+(~-~)A=c,’A+ 
(a-b)A#(a-b)A. Zf j#n/2, assume that c,A~(a-b)A and c;A=, 
(a-b)A. If j= n/2, assume also c,...c,GL,A-c;+;GL,A 
(mod c, “.c, ,(a-b)A) (resp. c, . ..c.(GL,A)’ = c’, . ..c.‘(GL, A)’ 
(mod c I . . . c, ,( a - b)A )). Then g and n’ are simiiar (resp. properly similar). 
Proof: Suppose first that j# n/2. Since A is a domain, and c,A = c:A, 
1 < i < j, we conclude that c;GL, A = c,‘GL, A. Therefore CI and LX’ are con- 
jugate by a matrix of the form det(6) ’ 06 E SL,A, where S is a diagonal 
matrix in GL no 1A. So c( and CI’ are properly similar. 
Suppose now that j = n/2 and assume 
c, . ..ciGL.A=c; . ..c.GL,A (modc,...c,-,(a-b)A). 
Since A is a domain, and c,A = c:A, we conclude that ciGL, A = c:GL, A 
for 1 <iQ j- 1. Because c, . ..c.GL,A~c;...clGL,A (modc,...c,--,(a-b)A), 
we also have cjGL, A E c.iGL, A (mod(a - b)A). 
Therefore !I and CC’ are conjugate by a matrix of the form 6 @ (A i), where 
6 is a diagonal matrix in GL, ~ 2A, d is in A, and u is in GL, A, so c1 and IX’ 
are similar. 
Ifwe also have c, . ..c.(GL,A)‘=c’, . ..c.(GL,A)’ (mod c1 ...c,- ,(a-b)A). 
we want to show that o! and a’ are properly similar. Again, since A is a 
domain, and c,A = c:A, we conclude that c,GL, A = c:GL, A for 1 d i d 
j- 1. So we can conjugate ~1’ by a matrix of the form 6 0 det( 6) ~ ’ E SL, A, 
where 6 is a diagonal matrix in GL,, , A, to make c: = c, for 1 < i < j- 1. 
Now we have c,(GL, A)’ E c,I(GL, A)’ (mod(a - b)A), so we can conjugate 
c(’ again, by a matrix of the form l,, 2 @ (“0’ z) E SL,A, where p E GL, A 
and dE A, to make c; = c,. 
Thus, c( and r’ are properly similar, and the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 1 has now been proved. 
4. STABLE SIMILARITY AND CANCELLATION 
THEOREM 2. (a) Every zero of f(x) = (.x-a)(x- 6) in M,A is stably 
similar to a zero of the form a @ 1 k @ b @ 1, @ T(d, ) @ . . . @ T(d,) with 
integers k, I, j> 0 and d,, . . . . d, in A such that: I= 0 in the case a = b; 
k+l+2j=n; d,AI ... ~dj~,A~d,Ar>(a-b)A#d,A. 
(b) The numbers k, I > 0 and the ideals d, A, . . . . d,A are stable 
similarity invariants, i.e., they are the same $or stably similar matrices. 
(c) The invariants listed in (b) form a complete set of invariants for 
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stable similarity of zeros off(x) in M, A, i.e., they are the same for two 
zeros, if and only #‘the zeros are stably similar. 
Proof of Theorem 2(a). Let a be a zero of f(x) in M,A. From 
Theorem l(a) we know a is similar to a zero a’ of the form 
a@ l,.@b@ 1,,@ T(c,)@ . . . @I T(c,.) with integers k’, I’, j’ 2 0 and 
c,, . . . . c,, in A such that: I’=0 in the case a=b, k’+I’+2j’=n, and 
c,Ax ... xc-,.-, Axc,,A+(a-b)A#(a-b)A. If k’+l’>l, or a=b, 
then c,,A 3 (a- b)A and we are done (with di= c,). 
Otherwise (i.e., if k’ = 1’ = 0), we consider the matrix /I = a’ 0 a. By 
Theorem 1 (a), /3 is similar to a matrix of the form a 0 l,.. @ b 0 l,@ 
T(d,)@ ... @T(d,) where d,AI ... xdi -,A1djA+(a-b)A#(a-b)A 
and, in the case k” +13 1, d,A 2 (a- b)A. Note that the characteristic 
polynomial of c1 is (x - a)j’(x - b)“, so the characteristic polynomial of p is 
(x-a)r+‘(.u-b)i’. On the other hand, it is (Fx-a)k”fJ(.x- b)‘+‘. 
Therefore k” = I+ 1 > 1, so d,A 3 (a - b)A. Thus, a is stably similar to the 
matrix a@lk@b@l,@T(d,)@ . ..OT(d.), where k=k”-1. 
Proof of Theorem 2(b). Let a, a’ E M,A be stably similar zeros of 
f(x)=(X-a)(-x-b) in M,A, so a@& and a’@~ in M,+,A are similar for 
some matrix EEM,A. Let (k, 1; B,, . . . . B,) be the invariants of a (so 
B, = diA), and let (k’, 1’; B;, . . . . BJ.) be the corresponding invariants for a’. 
Note that the Smith invariants S,(cr - a @ 1.) of a can be recovered from 
those of a@&-a@ l,,, and E - a @ 1 t. Namely, for each maximal ideal P 
of A, its exponents in a - a 0 1 ,1 are obtained by taking the exponents in 
a@&-a@ l,,, and deleting the exponents coming from E - a @ 1,. 
So Si(a-a@ l,z)=Si(~‘-a@ 1,). On the other hand, S,(a-a@ l,)= 
B,#(a-b)Afori~j,Si(a-aOl.)=(a-b)Aforj+16idn-k--j,and 
S,(a-a@l.)=O for n-k-j+1 <i<n. So k=k’, j=j’, l=n-k- 
2j = I’, and B, = B: for all i < j. 
Proof of Theorem 2(c). By Lemma 4, any two matrices of the form 
a@l,@b@l,@T(d,)@ . ..@T(d.) with the same k,l, j and the same 
diA # 0 are similar (in fact, conjugated by a diagonal matrix in GL,A). 
This completes our proof of Theorem 2. 
Here are some consequences. 
COROLLARY 1. If n is odd, then similarity and stable similarity of zeros 
of f(s) in M,A are equivalent. When n is even, similarity and stable 
similarity of zeros of f(x) in M,A are equivalent, if and only if the map 
GL, A -+ GL,(A/(a- b)A) is onto. 
Indeed, the map GL, A -+ GL,(A/(a - b)A) is onto if and only if so is the 
map GL, A + GL,(A/J) for every ideal .I of A containing (a - b)A. We use 
this for the ideal J such that Bi J= (a - b)A. 
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Note that the condition that the map GL,A + GL,(A/cA) is onto for 
every c in A is equivalent to the first Bass stable range condition sr(A) d 1 
[S, 251 (where those rings are called B-rings) [26]. Every semilocal (i.e., 
with only finitely many maximal ideals) ring A satisfies this condition by 
the Chinese remainder theorem. There are examples of PID with sr(A) = 1 
which are not semilocal. 
In proving the theorem we observed on the way the following fact. 
COROLLARY 2. Two zeros cc,a’~M,A of f(x)=(x-a)(.~--b) are 
stably similar (f and only if the matrices CI - a@ 1, and CI’ - a @ 1, have the 
same Smith invariants, and if and on[bt if the matrices c1@ a, ct’ Q a E M,, i , A 
are properly similar. 
In particular, if we require in the definition of stable similarity (see Sec- 
tion 1) for zeros of Y(X) = (X - a)(.~ - 6) that E also be a zero of f(x). we 
would obtain an equivalent (for zeros of f(x)) definition. In terms of A’- 
modules, where A’ = A[x]/f(x) A[x], this relates the equivalence of 
similarity and stable similarity for zeros of Y(X) with the cancellation in the 
category of finitely generated torsion-free A’-modules (called A/-lattices in 
[32]), which was studied in [32] for Bass orders A’ (our A’ is a Bass order 
if and only if u # 6). Note that we can always cancel projective A’-modules 
in our situation. Our matrix T( 1) corresponds to the A’-module A’. The 
matrices corresponding to the indecomposable projective A’-modules are 
7(c) with CA + (a - b)A = A. 
5. LOCAL SIMILARITY AND LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE 
Two matrices x and /I in M,A are called locally similar if they are similar 
in M, A, for any maximal ideal P of A, where A, = (A\P) - ‘A is a local 
ring. 
THEOREM 3. (a) Every zero of f(x) = (x -a)(x - 6) in M,A is locally 
similar to u zero of the form a@ lk@ b@ I ,@ T(d,) @ . @ T(d,) with 
integers k, 1, j 2 0 and d, , . . . . d, in A such that: I= 0 in the case a = b, 
k+I+2j=n, andd,AI ... zd, IAzd,A+(a-b)A#(a-b)A. 
(b) The numbers k, I> 0 and the ideals d, A, . . . . d,A are local similarity 
invariants. 
(c) The invariants listed in (b ) form a complete set of invariants for 
local similarity of zeros off(x) in M, A. 
Proof of Theorem 3(a). Take any zero c( of f(x) = (x-a)(~- 6) in 
M,A. We want to prove that c( is locally similar to a zero of the form 
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given in Theorem 2(a). By Theorem l(a), we can assume that 
cc=a@ 1,060 l,@ T(c,)@ ... @ T(c,) with integers k, /,j>O and 
cr,...,c, in A such that: I=0 in the case a=b, k+I+2j=n, and 
C’A3 ‘.. 3c,.., A1c,A+(a-b)A#(a-b)A. Set d,=cifor i<j, and let 
dj be a generator of the ideal c,A+(a-b)A. Set @‘=a@l,@b@l,@ 
T(d, )@ . . @ T(d,). By Theorem l(c) applied to local rings A,, GL and IX’ 
are locally similar, We have used that sr(A’,) d 1 for any local ring A,, so 
the additional invariant e,.‘-c,GL,A. (modr,.~~c,~,(a-b)A.) is 
constant. 
Proof of Theorem 3(b). We use the following fact: if B, B’ are ideals of 
A such that (A\P)-‘B = (A\P)-‘B’ in (A\P) -IA for every maximal ideal 
P of A, then B = B’. This fact follows easily, if we consider the decom- 
positions of B and B’ into products of powers of maximal ideals. We apply 
this fact to the Smith invariants S,(a - a @ 1,) and Si(cz’ - a 0 l,,), where 
X, T’ are two locally similar matrices, so S,(cr -a@ 1,) = S;(CI’ -a@ 1,). 
From these ideals, we can recover k, 1, and d, A, . . . . d,A. 
Proof of Theorem 3(c). Suppose that two matrices TV, a’ have the same 
invariants. Then a (resp. c(‘) is locally similar to a matrix of the form 
~=aOl,ObO1,0T(d,)O...OT(d,)(resp.P’=aOl,ObO1,0 
T(d’,)@ .. . @ T(dl)) with d,A=d:A for all i. By Lemma4, /I and /3’ are 
similar (they are conjugated by a diagonal matrix in GL,,A), so a and a’ 
are locally similar. 
Thus, Theorem 3 is proved. Comparing it with Theorem 2 of the 
previous section, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose A is not a field and a# b. Let a and /? be two 
zeros of f(x) = (x - a)(x - b) in M,,A. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i ) a and /? are jocaily similar; 
(ii) a and fl are stably similar; 
(iii) the images of a and /? in M,( A/B) are similur for any non-zero 
ideal B of A; 
(iv) the images of a and p in M,(A/B) are similar for B = (a - b)A 
and.for an ideal B of A not dividing (a - b)A; 
(VI a and b are similar over Al(a - b)A and over the field of fractions 
Fof A; 
(vi) S,(a-a~ln)=Si(~-a~ln) for i=l,...,n. 
Proof: The equivalence of (ii) and (vi) was observed in Corollary 2 
above. Similarly, in our proof of Theorem 3 above, we saw that 
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(k, 1; B,. . . . . B,), where B, = tijA + (a - b)A, are the only invariants of local 
similarity for a, and they are essentially the Smith invariants S,(cc - a @ 1.). 
So (vi) implies (i). Conversely, as in the proof of Theorem 3(b), given (i) 
we conclude that for any maximal ideal P of A the corresponding 
exponents in S,(cr-aal,) and Si(fl-aal,) are equal, hence 
S,(cl-a@ l,,)=,S,(p-a@ I,,) for i= 1, . . . . n. So (i) and (vi) are equivalent. 
Let us now prove that (vi) implies (iii). Let B be any non-zero ideal of A. 
Set U = {c E A : CA + B = A ). This subset of A is closed under mul- 
tiplication, and the partial localization U ‘A is a semilocal PID. By 
Corollary 2, (vi) implies that r and p are stably similar over A, hence they 
are stably similar as matrices over the ring U-IA. Since sr( CT ‘A) d 1, we 
conclude that r and fi are similar over Up ‘A. Therefore t( and /? are similar 
modulo V’B. Finally, note that A/B= U ‘A/U- ‘B. So (vi) implies (iii). 
If J, J’ are two ideals of A such that their images moduio every non-zero 
ideal B are equal, then J=f’ (here we used that A is not a field). So (iii) 
implies (vi). 
Moreover, when J,J’I>(u-b)A, the equality J+(u-b)A=J’+ 
(u-b) A alone gives that J= J’, and to distinguish the ideals J= 0 and 
J’ = (a - h) A we can take an arbitrary ideal B not dividing (a - b) A (so 
J + B = B # J’ + B). Thus, (iv) and (vi) are equivalent. 
Clearly, (vi) implies (v). Conversely, given (v), the similarity over 
A/(u - h) A allows us to conclude that S,(cr - a @ l,,) = S,(fl - a 0 1,) for 
i<j, wherejis the number ofideals S,(cc-uOl.)=s,(B-uO1.) which 
are not 0 or (a - b)A. The similarity over F allows us to identify the 
number of non-zero ideals among S,(cr -a@ 1,) with that among 
Si( fi - a @ 1 n ). So (v ) implies (vi ). 
The corollary is proved. Here is another consequence of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 4. For zeros of f(x) = (x - u)(x - b) in M, A with odd n, 
similarity, proper similarity, stuhle similarity, and local similarity ure all 
equivalent. For even n, local similuritWv is equivalent to similarity fund onl)’ if 
the homomorphism GL, A -+ GL,(A/(u - b)A) is onto. 
6. ELEMENTARY SIMILARITY 
Consider a zero CI of f(x) = (X - a)(.~ - b) in M, A and ~1’ = y ~ ‘ay, where 
y E SL,A. We want to know whether CL and CL’ are elementarily similar. 
Note that y above is not unique. More precisely, ~1’ = y -‘cz~ = y’ ‘cry’ if and 
only if yy’-’ commutes with CI. So we can choose y’ in E,,A if and only if 
y E H(a) E,A, where H(U) is the centralizer of E in SL,A. 
In particular, this can be done when CI is a scalar matrix (so the cen- 
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tralizer H(a) is the whole SL,A) or SL,A = E,A (then proper similarity 
and elementary similarity are equivalent for any matrix a in M,A). In 
general, proper similarity and elementary similarity for zeros of f(x) = 
(.u - U)(X - b) in M, A are equivalent, if and only if H(a) E, A = SL, A for 
any such zero a. 
This brings us to the question of whether E,A = SL,A. Recall that, if A 
is a PID and n >, 3, then E,A is normal in SL,A and the factor group 
SL,,,A/E,,A = SK, A is abelian and does not depend on n [S]. Usually, the 
group operation in SK, A is written additively, although it is induced by 
matrix multiplication. 
The isomorphism SL, A/E, A = SL, + 1 A/E,, + 1 A is obtained by identify- 
ing any matrix 1’ E SL,A with the matrix (6 y) E SL,+ l A. The canonical 
homomorphism SL, A -+ SK, A is known as the Whitehead determinant. We 
will denote it by wh. It is known [S] that wh(SL, A) = SK, A for all n > 2. 
THEOREM 4. (a) If a #h and n 3 3 then proper similarity and eIementarJ 
similarity for zeros of f(x) = (x - a)(x - b) in M,, A are equivalent. 
(b) When either a # b and n < 2 or a = b and n < 3, proper similarit) 
and elementary similarity for zeros of f(.u)=(x-a)(x-b) in M2A are 
equivalent, if and on[v if E,, A = SL, A. 
(c) When a = b and n 2 4, proper similarity and elementary similarity 
fbr zeros of f(x) = (.u - a)(.l; - b) in M, A are equivalent tf and on/y if 
SK, A = ZSK, A. 
Proof of Theorem 4(a). We want to prove that H(a) E, A = SL,A, i.e. 
(since n33), that wh(H(cr))=SK, A for every zero a of f(x)= 
(X - a)(x - b) in M, A. Since the Whitehead determinant wh is constant on 
each similarity class, we can replace c( by any similar matrix in the equality 
wh(H(a))=SK,A which we have to prove. 
By Theorem l(a), s1 is similar to a matrix a’ of one of the following 
forms:(l)a’=aOl,O~;(2)a’=b01,~~;(3)a’=T(c)OT(c’)O~with 
c,r’~A; (4) a’=a@T(c) with CEA; (5) a’=b@T(c) with CEA. 
In Cases (1) and (2), H(a’) 1 SL, A, hence wh(H(a)) = wh(H(a’)) 3 
wh(SL? A) = SK, A, so we are done. 
In Case (3), H(a’) 2 H( T(c)@ T(c’)), so it s&ices to show that 
wh( H( T(c) @ T(8))) = SK, A. The matrix T(c) @ T(c’) is similar to 
a” = diag(a, a) diag(c, c’) EM A 
0 diag(b, b) > 4 ’ 
so it suffices to show that wh(H(a”)) = SK, A. 
Take an arbitrary element wh(s)E SK, A, represented by a matrix 
E E SL,A. Since a # b, the ring A’ = A/(a - b)A is semilocal, hence 
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E,A’= SL,A’. Therefore replacing, if necessary, E by another element of 
the coset &E,A, we can assume that E is congruent to 1, modulo (a - b)A. 
Set P=((E-ll)diag(c,c’)/(u-~)EM,A and y=(; f2)eMM4A. Then 
y E H(a”) and wh(y) = wh(c). 
In Case (4). we take E as above. We set Jo = (E - 1 ,)(:)/(a - h) E A’ and 
1’ = (t Y)E M,A. Then y E H(a’) and wh(y) = wh(c). 
Case (5) is similar to Case (4). 
Proqf‘ of’ Theorrnz 4(b). The “if” part is trivial so assume that 
E,,A # SL,,A (hence n 2 2). We want to exhibit a zero a of f(.x) = 
(s--a)(,~--6) in M,A such that H(a) E,A#SL,A. 
When n = 2, we take z = (;; ,!,). Then every element E E H(a) has the form 
(A ;) with y, 6 E CL, A and y6 = 1. By the Whitehead lemma [S, 231, 
EEE~A. Thus, H(a) E,A=E,,A#SL,,A. 
Now let FZ = 3 and a = h. We consider a’ = a @ u E M, A, where a E Mz A 
is as above (with h = a). Then every element E’ E H( a’) has the form 
1’* * 
i i 
oy 0 ) 
0 * y* 
whereyEGL,A. So E’EE,A, and H(a)E,A=E,A=E,A#SL,A. 
Proqf oj’ Tlzeorm4(c). Assume first that SK, A = 2SK, A. We want to 
prove that H(a) E,,A = SL,, A, i.e., wh(H(a)) = SK, A for every zero a of 
f(x)=(x-a)(~-b) in M,,A. 
By Theorem l(a), a is similar to a matrix a’ of one of the following 
forms:(1)a’=a01~~/j;(2)a’=T(c)~T(c’)~~withnon-zeroc,c’inA. 
In Case (l), H(a’) 3 SL, A, hence wh(H(a))=wh(H(r’))I 
wh(SL, A) = SK, A, so we are done. 
In Case (2), it suffices to prove that wh(H( T(c) @ T(6))) = SK, A, or 
wh( H(a”)) = SK, A for a” = (“$ IZ “iEg’if.“). Take an arbitrary element 
wh(S*) of 2SK, A = SK, A, where 6 E SL2A. Since cc’#O, the ring 
A’= A/cc’A is semilocal, so sr(A’) < 1. hence SL,A’= E2A’. Therefore, 
replacing, if necessary, 6 by another matrix in the coset 6EzA, we can 
assume that 6 is congruent to 1, modulo cc’A. 
Then there is a matrix 6’ in SL2 A such that S diag(c, c’) = diag(c, c/)6’. 
We have H(a”)sc = (i i,), and wh(c) = wh(6) + wh(6’) = wh(S’), because 
wh(6) = wh(6’) by [23, Section 21. 
Assume now that SK, A # 2SK, A. We want to exhibit a zero a of .f‘(.r) = 
(s - a)(.~ - h) in M,A such that wh(H( a)) # SK, A. 
When n = 2j is even, we set a = (*:‘I .A,,). Every element E of the 
centralizer H(a) is of the form c = (; ;) with y E GL,A, 7’ E SL,A. 
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So wh(E)=wh(y’)=2wh(y)E2K,AnSK,A=2SKlA (here we use 
wh:GL,A-*K,A=SK,A@GL,A).Thus, wh(H(ct))c2SK,A#SK,A. 
When n = 2j + 1 is odd, we consider a’ = a @ a, where a is as above. Then 
every element E’ of the centralizer H(a’) is of the form 
i' P * 
El= 0 'r' 0 
i i 
) 
0 * 6 
where y E GL,A, 6 E GL, A, and det(e’)= det(y’)b = 1, hence wh(c’) = 
wh(y’) + wh(6) c2K, A n SK, A = 2SK, A. Thus, wh(H(a)) c 2SK, A # 
SK, A. 
Remark. By [S], SK, A = 0 for any Dedekind ring of arithmetic type 
(Hasse domain). By [24], E? A = SL? A for any such A with infinite GL, A; 
when GL, A is finite, El A = SL, A if and only if A is Euclidean with respect 
to the usual norm [19]. 
Remark. The results of this section imply that two zeros a, fi E M,zA of 
,f( s) = (x - a)(x - h) are stably similar if and only if a @a @ a, j? @ a @ a E 
M ,I + ? A are elementarily similar. 
7. THE NUMBER OF STABLE SIMILARITY CLASSES 
Let v,,((a - h)A) be the number of stable similarity classes of zeros a of 
f(s) = (x - a)(x - 6) in M,A. 
If a = h, Theorem 2 shows that u,(O) = cc, when n > 2 and A has infinitely 
many ideals. If A has only finitely many ideals, then A is a field (note that 
the powers of a non-zero maximal ideal are distinct), so every a is similar 
to a direct sum of k copies of a and j copies of r( 1) with k + 2j = n, and 
k 3 0 is a stable similarity invariant. So u,(O) = [n/2] + 1 and 1 o,(O)? = 
(l-z) ‘(1 -z’))‘=(l +~)(l -z2) “=(I +z)(l +2z2+3z4+ . ..).There- 
fore u,,(0)=uz,(O)=m+ 1 when n= 2m is even, and u,(0)=u2,~ +,(O)= 
m + 1 when n = 2m + 1 is odd. In both cases, o,(O) = [n/2] + 1. 
Assume now that a #b. We write (a-b)A = P( ~)‘(“...P(s)~(~~ with 
integers s, r(i) >, 1 and distinct maximal ideals P(i) of A. 
In the case when (a - b)A = P’ is a primary ideal, the indecomposable 
similarity classes are represented by the matrices a and h in M, A =: A, and 
by the matrices T(8) (0 d i < r - 1) in M,A, where c is a generator for the 
ideal P = CA. So 
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Cu,(p’)z”=(1-,-)~2(1--2)-r 
=(I +,-)‘(I -=2)-r 2 
=(1+2=+z?) 1 +(r+2)? 
( 
+(73);4+ . ..+(r+.+')++ . ..) 
=(1+,-)(1-Z) ‘(1-?2)-‘.-’ 
=(1+2r+2?+2?+ . ..) 
(1 +(r+ l)z’+ . . . +(r:‘)22f+ . ..). 
This gives v,(P’)=~,,,(P’)=(‘+“,+‘)+(~+-“;)=(~+m))~)+2(’f,~~~~)+ 
. . . +2 when n=2m is even, and u,~(P~)=u~~+,(P~)=~(‘+;+‘)= 
2(( “‘,“)+ .‘. + ( “‘,“;‘)+ ... + 1) when n=2m+ 1 is odd. In both cases, 
u,(P’) = ( r+ y$l+ I)+ (r+ c~++*w21)~ 
In general, we represent every stable similarity class by a matrix 
dO l,-,,@ T(c,)@ ... @ T(c,), where in the terms of Theorem l(a), 
t=min(k,I)+j, ~.,=a--h for r>j, and d is CI or h. For a fixed t, the 
number of all chains c,Axc~A=, ... =,c,A~(a-b)A of ideals of A is 
n(r’i{+ ‘), where the product JJ is taken over i, 1 < i6 s. 
Thus, we obtain 
THEOREM 5. Let u,((a - h)A ) he the number of stable similarity classes 
ofzeros of,f(.u)=(.x--)(x-b) in M,A. 
(a) When u = b, u,,(O) = [n/2] + 1 when either A is u field or n = 1, 
and u,(O) = cu otherwise. 
(b) When 0 # (a - b)A = n P(i)‘“’ with distinct maximal ideals P(i) 
ofA we haue uZm((a-b)A)=~(~~‘~m)+2~(r(i),f~,-1)+ . . . +2for even 
II = 2m and u 2,,+,((a-b)A)=2(~(‘“‘,;t”)+~(‘~i~~,~’)+ I.’ + 1) for 
oddn=2m+ 1. 
Remark. It is clear that both u2,,, and oZm+, are polynomials in m. 
The leading term is the same as in 2 CT fl, t”“/r(i)!, i.e., it is 
2m’+x”“(1 +~r(i))~~‘(,r(i)!)~‘. 
8. THE NUMBER OF PROPER SIMILARITY CLASSES 
Let ~,~((a - b)A) be the number of proper similarity classes of zeros of 
f(x) = (x - a)(.u - b) in M,,A. 
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If a = h, Theorem 1 shows that ul,((a - b)A ) with n > 2 is infinite unless 
A = F is a field. For a field A = F, we have: w,(O) = u,(O) = (n + 1)/2 when n 
is odd and MJ,(O)=V,(O)+ [GL, F: (GL,F)2] - 1 when n is even. In par- 
ticular, o,(O) with an even n is finite if and only if the squares have finite 
index in the multiplicative group GL, F. 
Assume now that a#6. We write (a-b)A =P(l)““. .P(s)‘(“’ with 
integers s, v(i) 3 1 and distinct maximal ideals P(i) of A. 
When n is odd, we have ~,((a - b)A) = ~,((a-b)A). Assume now that 
n = 2m is even. 
If (a-b)A is a power P’ of a maximal ideal P and [GL,(A/P’): 
(GL, A)‘] = co, then w’,(Pr) = CD. If [GL,(A/P’): (GL,A)“] < CD, then 
+ ... + ([GL,(A/P’): (GL, A)2] - 1) 
is finite. Recall that u,(P’) = u2,(P’) = (‘+;+ ‘) + (;?T). 
For example, when card(A/P) = p < 00 and card(GL, A) = 2, then 
[GL,(A/P’): (GL, A)“] = pi- pip’, so 
~,..(Pr)=u~(Pr)+(‘+m”T1) (P-2) 
+o,,(P’-“)(p’-p-l)+ ... +(p’-pr ‘-1). 
In general, for n = 2m, the difference M>,J~ P(i)““) - u,(n P(i)““) is the 
number of all chains B, =) B, 3 . . 2 B, 1 (a - b) A of ideals of A each 
counted [GL,(A/B,): (GL, A)‘] - 1 times. 
Writing B, = n P( #Ii), we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~‘,,((a - b)A ) be the number of proper similarity classes 
of zeros of f(x)=(x-a)(x-b) in M,A. 
(a) When n is odd, w,((a-b)A)=v,((a-b)A). 
(b) When n is even and a= 6, we have w,(O)=u,(O) + 
[GL,A: (GL,A)*] - 1. 
(c) When n= 2m is euen and O# (a- b)A = n P(i)‘“’ with distinct 
maximal ideals P(i) of A we have w,,( (a - b)A ) = w,(n P( i)“i’) = 
u,(n P(i)““)+Cn (“i’,‘f,p’)([GL,(A/n P(i)‘(i)): (GL,A)*]- l), where 
the summation 1 is taken over all diuisors n P(i)“” of n P(i)“” and the 
products are taken ouer i, 1 Q i < s. 
641,!0:1-4 
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9. THE NUMBER OF SIMILARITY CLASSES 
Let u,( (a - h)A) be the number of similarity classes of zeros of f(x) = 
(x-a)(~-b) in A4,A. 
If a = h, Theorems 1 and 2 show that similarity and stable similarity for 
zeros of f(x) = (x - a)(.~ - b) in M,A are equivalent (for any n). In par- 
ticular, u,(O) = 03 unless n = 1 or A is a field. So, when it is finite, u,(O) = 
[n/2] + 1. 
Assume now that a # h. 
When n is odd, by Corollary 4, we have ~,((a-b)A) = ~,((a- b)A) = 
~‘,,((a - b)A 1. 
Suppose now that n =2m is even. The difference zl,(n P(i)““) - 
~,,(n P(i)““) is the number of all chains B, 3 B, 3 ... =) B, 3 (a -b) A of 
ideals of A each counted [GL,(A/B,): GL, A] - 1 times. 
Writing B, = n P( i)‘(“, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Let u,( (a - b)A ) he the number of similarity classes of zeros 
off(x)=(x-a)(x-b) in M,A. 
(a) When n is odd or u=b, n,,((a-b)A)=u,((a-b)A). 
(b) When n=2m is euen and Of (a-b)A=n P(i)“‘) with distinct 
maximal ideals P(i) of A we have ~~,((a- b)A) = n,(n P(i)‘(‘)) = 
u,,(n P(i)““) + c .(f(t)mfm,- ’ )( [GL,(A/n P(i)‘(“): GL, A] - 1 ), where the 
s~mmatjon C is taken ouer all divisors n P(i)‘(” of n P(i)‘(‘) and the 
products are taken over i, 1 6 ids. 
Note that ~~,((a- b)A) with a# b is finite if and only if 
[GL,(A/(u - b)A): GL, A] < CD. 
As an application of the above results, we take a closer look at numbers 
l’,, Unr and u’,, with small n. 
Case n = 1. Then u,(O) = u,(O) = w,(O) = 1 and u,(B)= u,(B) = w,(B) 
= 1 for any non-zero ideal B of any A. 
Case n = 2. Then u,(O) is the number of ideals of A. So the numbers 
u*(O), u2(0), w,(O) are cc unless A = F is a field, in which case 
u,(O) = u?(O) = 2 and w,(O) = 1 + [GL, F: (GL, F)‘]. 
For any non-zero ideal B of A, u2( B) - 2 is the number of all ideals con- 
taining B. This function vl(cZ)- 2 = r(c) is well studied for A = Z. For 
example, it is known that its mean value (t(l)+~(2)+ . . . + t(c))/c= 
log(c) + (2C - 1) + O(c- ‘I’), where C is the Euler constant. 
Theorem 1 allows us to identify the similarity classes (resp. proper 
similarity classes) of matrices in M2A whose characteristic polynomial is 
(.u-a)(.~- 6) with the orbits of GL, A (resp. (GL, A)‘) on A/B, where 
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TABLE III 
The Numbers u,(cZ). u,(cL), x,,,(cL) with 1 <n < 3 and an Integer c 3 1 
t:,=u*=W’, t’ 2 u2 M’2 “3 = U) = w3 
I T(C) + 2 cc/21 + 3 c+2 2r(c) + 2 
B= (a - h)A. Note that the orbit of 0 consists of a single element and the 
cardinality of any orbit is the order of the image of GL, A (resp. (GL, A)‘) 
in GL,(A/B). 
Thus, in the case B = cZ with c > 1, we obtain that the number of these 
classes is [c/2] + 1 (resp. c), so w,(cZ) = c + 2 and u,(cZ) = [c/2] + 3 (do 
not forget about the two scalar roots of (x - a)(x - b) = 0). 
In the case when A = IF, [A’] and c is a polynomial of degree t, we 
obtain: u,(cA) = (q’- 1 )/(q- 1) + 3; w,(cA) = u?(cA) when q is even; 
w2(cA)=2(q’- l)/(q- 1)+3 when q is odd. 
Case n = 3. Then u,(O) = ~~(0) = ~~(0) = cc unless A = F is a field, in 
which case u3(0)= u,(O)=~‘~(0)=2. Consider now the number Q(B)= 
uli( B) = u’~( B) for a non-zero ideal B of A. Up to similarity, we can obtain 
every zero fl of f(x) = (x - a)(x - b) in M,A (where (a-b)A=B) as u@cl 
or b@ c(, where a is a zero in M,A. For the matrices diag(a, a, b) and 
diag(u, 6, b) there are exactly two ways to do this (up to similarity); in all 
other cases this can be done uniquely. So uJB) = 24(B) - 2, where 
u?(B) - 2 is the number of ideals of A containing B (see the case n = 2 
above). 
Table III summarizes our observations in the case A = Z. 
Finally, we give (without proof) a formula for ~‘~(~77) with any integer 
c 3 1: us,(cZ) = G(C) + 2wj,(cZ) - 2 = a(c) +25(c) + 2, where a(c) is the sum 
of all positive divisors of c. 
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